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This article presents a system that maps classroom lectures directly into web based
education lessons. In the classroom, the lecturer writes on a wide, pen sensitive display.
The system tracks all actions and makes it possible for the lecture to be replayed from
the web any time. The remote viewer can follow the progress of the lecture: Audio,
the creation of the board content, and an optional video image of the instructor is
transmitted. In addition to usual drawing functionality the board can handle a range
of multimedia elements from the Internet. The board can integrate different kinds of
modules, invoked by board drawings. One of these modules is described here: A computer
algebra system that evaluates mathematical expressions or plots functions is placed at

the lecturers disposal by a handwriting recognition.
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1. Introduction

In many disciplines, like in mathematics, the chalkboard has been an unmatched

teaching tool for ages. Lecture participants can see how ideas develop instead of

being overwhelmed with complete results. The motivation of our software system, E-

Chalk, is to preserve the advantages of the traditional chalkboard, while extending

its reach to distance learning. In the classroom, the instructor works directly on a

pen-active display (e.g. a digital whiteboard) or uses a digitizer tablet. At the same

time, the lecture is being saved and/or transmitted live over the Internet without

any additional effort.

We enhance the chalkboard’s capabilities by allowing the teacher to integrate

multimedia elements from the web: Images, results from queries to CGI-scripts,

and interactive Applets. Software modules, which we call assistants, support the

lecturer while teaching and take care of the technical aspects of the recording.

Some assistants react on board drawings, others work behind the scenes.

1
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Fig. 1. E-Chalk sketch of the system itself.

2. Components of the System

2.1. E-Chalk Server

One major objective is to present teachers with the environment they are accus-

tomed to. The lecturer should be able to step into the classroom and start teaching

on the board immediately. Using a microphone and/or a web cam, audio and/or

video of the instructor can be transmitted and archived. When the live transmis-

sion of a lecture has ended, the lecture is archived in a way ready to be played

back with any Java-enabled web browser. A static copy of the board as Adobe

PDF is also included for the students to print. The entire software system (board

application, audio system and video codec, streaming components, PDF converter)

has been written in Java. The system is used on Linux, MacOS, and MS Windows

platforms. For the optional post-production of lectures we developed the generic

multimedia editor Exymen 1.

2.1.1. Suitable hardware

In order to use the E-Chalk Software in the classroom, one needs a pen-based input

device and a wide display. Mainly, the following device configurations are in use:

• Digitizer tablets or tablet PCs with LCD projector

The lecturer writes on a tablet while the computer screen is projected

against a wall. Digitizing tablets are comparatively cheap and easy to trans-

port. The teacher can look at the audience while writing, if she or he uses

a tablet with integrated display which also eases hand-eye coordination.

• Digitizing whiteboards

Several companies distribute digitizing whiteboards. These are wide, per-

pendicular mounted digitizing tablets with a diagonal of up to 80’. The

screen content is displayed on its surface by an LCD projection.

• Retro projectors with pen tracking
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The advantage of using a retro projection system as wide display device

is that nobody interferes with the projection beam. With contrast and

luminance being much better than those of an LCD projector they are

usable without darkening the room. Disadvantages are their heavy weight

and the high purchase costs.

Fig. 2. E-Chalk used with a digitizing board and extra projection at the Technical University of
Berlin.

2.2. E-Chalk Client

The client, like the server, consists of several components. When a remote student

opens the generated webpage of a given course with a browser, replay starts in

the form of self synchronizing Java Applets. One Applet is used similar to a VCR

remote control for navigating inside the lecture. The audio system uses buffering

to guarantee interruption free transmission and a lossy compression. The required

bandwidth for the transmission of audio and dynamic board content is up to 64kbps,

depending on the selected audio quality. The network traffic generated by the board

content is negligible compared to the traffic needed by the audio signal, since it uses

a vector format.

The optional video stream requires further 64kbps. The video is primarily a

way to transport the lecture‘s atmosphere and to mediate mimics and gestures of

the instructor. The actual content of the lecture is transmitted via the chalkboard

application. For the compression of the video signal a simple codec is used, based

on difference images and JPEG.

We decided to use only Java Applets because the psychological barrier for hear-

ing a lecture for the first time would be too high if the user was required to install

additional software. (For example Nielsen recommends to avoid the use of multi-

media content when building a web page or, if unavoidable, to use only plug-ins

that have been available for at least two years 2.) Also, in multiuser environments,

such as universities, installing a plug-in is often not permitted for a regular user.
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An additional advantage is, that this solution is completely platform independent.

The lectures can even be received with a PDA.

Fig. 3. E-Chalk lecture as seen in a browser.

3. Intelligent Assistants

In addition to the standard drawing functionalities, a teacher can place images on

the board loaded from the Internet. CGI scripts in the web responding with text,

pictures or HTML can be queried inside the board environment. A lecturer can

stick an interactive Java Applet to the board and interact with it regularly. The

Applet behaves exactly the same on the receiving side while the program is used on

the server side. Of course, having arbitrary third party programs from the Internet

run safely is a hard problem.

Using the keyboard in a lecture means interrupting the workflow of the instruc-

tor. For working on the board, the GUI has to be optimized for the operation with

the pen, just like the screen desktop is designed for the operation with mouse and

keyboard. As a result we implemented a handwriting recognition right from the very

beginning. While the early version could only handle simple arithmetic expressions,

we have now moved to more complex mathematical formulas, see Figure 9. We are

now generalizing this approach to allow third party modules to recognize arbitrary

symbols and sketches drawn on the board. Their response consists of drawn lines,

typed text or pictures. E-Chalk has an API for building these modules, which we

call assistants. The management for the assistants bases on an implementation of

the OSGi standard 3. This standard, which originally comes from the field of ubiq-

uitous computing, allows to load, update, and delete software components from the

Internet, even while the application is running.

While E-Chalk’s core is designed as a generic teaching tool, many assistants are

to support content specific needs. One example of such an assistant is a component

that processes mathematical requests based on an interface to computer algebra

systems (such as Mathematica by Wolfram Research, Inc or Maple by Waterloo
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Maple, Inc) by using a handwriting recognition subsystem. Although in practice,

computer algebra systems are only used in some lectures, the recognition of math-

ematical symbols inside the electronic chalkboard is of great value for indexing

lectures for searching purposes and for further applications, like the automatic

translation of lectures into textprocessing formats, such as LATEX. The following

sections give a detailed description of the handwriting recognition assistant.

4. Handwriting Recognition for Formulas

We follow a two-step approach to recognize on-line handwritten mathematical ex-

pressions, similar to well known approaches 4,5,6. The first step is to divide static

or dynamic data into groups of strokes (segmentation), which are interpreted as

single objects. A list of objects and their attributes (location, size, etc.) is returned.

The only missing attribute for an object is its identity, which is determined using a

classifier. In our work we use support vector machines for classification. The second

step is to apply some structural analysis technique to obtain a hierarchical struc-

ture of the expression which describes the mathematical relationships among the

symbols.

5. Classification

5.1. Support Vector Machines

Most of the pattern recognition methods are based on finding a classification func-

tion which minimizes the empirical risk, the error measure of on the given patterns.

The theory developed by Vapnik and Chervonenkis gives upper bounds of the struc-

tural risk, the error of misclassification of the unseen patterns generated according

to an unknown but fixed probability distribution, in terms of the empirical risk

and the VC-dimension of the family of classification functions. The minimization

of such bounds follows the principle of Structural Risk Minimization 7.

By following this principle to construct a classification function f(x) = sign(w ·
x + b) based on the patterns xi ∈ Rn with the corresponding labels yi ∈ {−1, 1},
i = 1, . . . , `, one has to express w and b in term of the solution of

maximize
∑`
i=1 αi − 1

2

∑`
i,j=1 αiαjyiyj(xi · xj)

subject to 0 ≤ αi ≤ C, and
∑`

i=1 yiαi = 0,
(1)

as

w =
∑

xi∈SV

yiαi(xi · x), b =
1

2
(w · x+ + x−), (2)

where SV are the training vectors xi for which the solution αi of (1) are positive, the

so-called support vectors. The vectors x+ and x− are two Support Vectors which

belong to the positive and negative class, respectively. The Support Vectors are

interpreted as the relevant patterns in the classification process. Frequently, the

number of Support Vectors is small with respect to the number of training data,
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this gives a compact representation and efficient implementation of the classifier.

Other important characteristic of SVMs is that non linearity can be introduced by

replacing the inner product in (1) by a kernel function K(xi, xj) = φ(xi) · φ(xj ),

where φ maps the patterns into a high (possibly infinite) dimensional inner product

space. An example of a kernel function is the radial basis function (RBFs) K(x, z) =

exp
(
−γ2‖x− z‖2

)
.

5.2. Data Processing

The data considered are strokes and symbols. A symbol is sequence of strokes and a

stroke is a sequence of points stored as coordinate pairs and time information, they

are obtained equally spaced in time from a graphic tablet. The following procedures

were used to process our on-line data 8:

• Reversing. Let (xf , yf ) and (xl, yl) be the first and last point of the stroke.

To normalize the direction, horizontal strokes are reversed if xl < xf . Vertical and

diagonal strokes are reversed if yl < yf .

• Ordering. Strokes are ordered with respect to the angle formed by the upper

left corner of the stroke bounding box and the last point of the stroke.

• Filtering. Repeated points of the stroke are eliminated.

• Data reduction. A fixed number of points of the stroke is taken.

• Smoothing. We average the point coordinates with its previous and next neigh-

bors using the kernel (0.25, 0.5, 0.25).

• Equidistant resampling. The sequence of captured points is replaced with a

sequence of points having the same distance.

• Scaling. Symbols are scaled and translated such that their bounding box fits

the square [0, 1]× [0, 1] and the center of the bounding box and the square coincide.

• Segmentation. A recently drawn stroke belongs to a symbol, if its distance is

lower than α · r, where r is the current brush radius and α > 1.

5.3. Feature vector

Given a stroke s = (p1, . . . , pn) of length `, we use the following local features to

construct the input vector for the classifier:

• Coordinates (xi, yi) of pi.

• Turning angle. The values sin(θi) and cos(θi) of the turning angle θi at the

point pi, formed by the angle between the two consecutive segments (pi−1, pi) and

(pi, pi+1).

• The change of the turning angle. The values sin(θi+1 − θi) and cos(θi+1 − θi),
where θi and θi+1 represent consecutive turning angles.

• Length position of pi is defined as `i =
∑i−1

k=1 d(pk, pk+1)/`.

The following global features of s are also used:

• Center of gravity (
∑n

i=1 xi/n,
∑n
i=1 yi/n).

• Length of the stroke.
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Fig. 4. The recognized symbols.

• Relative Length `r = `/d, where d is the distant between the first and last

point of s.

• Accumulated angle θa =
∑n

i=1 θi/2π.

5.4. Experimental results

Our data was obtained from a Wacom Graphire 2 tablet. The symbols were written

by a volunteer and each class contains 50 symbols (see Figure 4).

Table 1. Classification rates. The number indicates the correspondence of the clas-
sifier (Support Vector Machines and Artificial Neural Networks) and the number of
strokes in the symbols.

Classifier Support Vectors Training Error Test Error Validation Error

SVM1 29.65% 0.31% 0.93% 0.76%
ANN1 - 0.72% 1.17% 1.27%
SVM2 36.73% 0.00% 0.62% 0.70%
ANN2 - 0.69% 1.31% 2.09%
SVM3 39.41% 0.00% 0.00% 1.17%
ANN3 - 0.00% 1.17% 1.17%

The number of symbols was artificially increased 10 times by means of trans-

formations related to the tangent distance 9. We select randomly 50% of the data

for training, 25% for testing and 25% for validation. Three classifiers were used

depending of the number of strokes which form the symbol. The number of points

of each stroke was fixed to 16. If the symbol has more than one stroke, for each

one we construct their corresponding feature vector and then concatenate them to

obtain the final vector which represents the symbol.

Our system uses DAG-SVM as multi-class SVM-classifier 10. The modification

one of the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm was used to train the

classification nodes 11,12. We use the RBF kernel for all the classification nodes of

the DAG-SVM. Experiments suggested the value γ2 = 0.001. For comparison we
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Fig. 5. Regions, thresholds and centroids of different symbol types.

trained a neural network with the RPROP algorithm with the standard sigmoid

and its standard parameter values 13. The training was finished by using an early

stopping criterion with the validation set. The number of hidden units for each one

were the same of the dimension of the feature vector. Table 1 resumes the results

obtained for each classifier.

6. Structural Analysis of Mathematical Expressions

6.1. Symbol Dominance

Relations in mathematical notation are defined explicitly or implicitly by the posi-

tion and size of symbols in the expressions. The range of an operator is the expected

location of its operands. We say that a symbol s dominates symbol a, if a is in the

range of s, and s is not in the range of a (and satisfies some size constraints) 14.

The spatial relations top-left, above, superscript, right, subscript, below, below-left

and subexpression are used to determine the range of symbols. Figure 5 shows such

regions. For example, the operands (numerator and denominator) of the horizontal

bar (fraction operator) are expected to lie in the regions above and bottom, respec-

tively. By comparing their attributes, we can determine whether or not a symbol is

located in the range of another.

Table 2. Attributes for different symbol types which calculated using the
bounding box lower left corner (x, y), the height H and the width W of the
symbol.

Symbol type Super Threshold Sub Threshold Centroid

Ascendent y + 0.8H ys + 0.2Hs (x+ 0.5W,y + 0.33H)
Descendent y + 0.9H ys + 0.6Hs (x+ 0.5W,y + 0.66H)
Central y + 0.8H ys + 0.2Hs (x+ 0.5W,y + 0.5H)

Once the symbol identity is known, we classify the symbol as ascendent, de-

scendent or central type. See Table 2. This classification is necessary to define the

following layout attributes: superscript threshold and subscript threshold, numeric

attributes used to delimit the regions around symbols, and centroid, a point at-

tribute used to determinate which region the symbol lies in. See Table 3.
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Table 3. Symbols used in our system.

Scripted Superscripted Non-scripted
P

-like

Ascendent b d ∂ ∆ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Descendent y
Central a c x z ) e π

√
+ − ∗ / ↑ (

P R Q

After obtaining symbol attributes we can determine which region symbols lie in

and define a boolean function dominates on T × T , where

T = {−,√ , scripted, superscripted, non-scripted,
∑

-like operators}

is the set of operator classes, “−” represents the horizontal bar and “
√

” the square

root, see Table 3. Note that depending on the definition of dominance, we handle

a particular dialect of mathematical notation.

6.2. Baseline Representation of Expressions

We represent mathematical notation with a data structure similar to the used by

Zanibbi et al. 15. The idea is mathematical notation can be described as a hierar-

chical structure of nested baselines. A baseline is a list of symbols which represent a

horizontal arrangement of symbols in the expression. (We suppose symbol lists are

ordered in terms of the leftmost x-coordinate of their elements.) Each symbol has

links to other baselines, symbol lists which satisfy the spatial relations mentioned

in Sec. 6.1, relative to it.

Now we are ready to construct the baseline tree of the mathematical expression

described by the ordered symbols list L by finding recursively dominant baselines 16:

(1) If L is empty, stop.

(2) Construct the dominant baseline Db of the ordered symbol list L. Search for

the leftmost dominant symbol in L, then for the next leftmost dominant one

and so on, until one find no more symbols.

(3) Construct the MST of symbol nodes based on symbol dominance.

(4) For each symbol s ∈ Db, construct new symbols lists with its children obtained

in the MST step depending which spatial relations they satisfy and assign this

lists to the corresponding links.

(5) Set L = Db.

(6) For each symbol s ∈ Db, go to 1 and use recursion applying the previous steps

to each of the child lists obtained in step 4.

The step 4 is the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) construction step, which

handles irregular layouts of the symbol operands. The way we construct the MST

is explained in the next section.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) MST of the first recursion step of our method. (b) Final tree of spatial relations.

7. A Minimum Spanning Tree Construction and Symbol

Dominance

Matsakis 17 presents a method for stroke grouping based on the minimization a sum

cost function and the called minimum spanning tree (MST) constraint. He consid-

ers the centers of the stroke bounding boxes as nodes of a completely connected

weighted graph. Although his system seems to be robust for stroke grouping, it

lacks of a robust system for the structural analysis. Our experiments show that the

difficulties in the structural analysis, based only on MST construction, are avoided

using extra information given by symbol dominance, see Figure 6. We consider

the symbols as the nodes of a totally connected weighted graph and use Prim’s

algorithm to construct the MST: a new edge (st, sn) is added to the MST if its

corresponding weight w(st, sn) is the minimum of all edges, where st belongs to the

MST and sn does not belong to the MST.

To construct the MST of the symbol list L we use the dominant baseline Db =

(s1, . . . , sk) to initialize the MST to {(s1, s2), . . . , (sk−1, sk)}. In our method, the

crucial step is the weight calculation of edges, there we use symbol dominance. If

dominates(st, sn) is true, the weight w(st, sn) is the minimum distance between

attractor points of symbols st and sn, see Figure 7. If dominates(st, sn) is false, the

weight correspond to the distance between the centroids of st and sn. Finally, if the

relation right(st, sn) or right(sn, st) is true, the minimum distance between the

black points in Figure 7 is the edge weight. Figure 8 shows how attractors points

and the use symbol dominance help to define dominance regions.
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Fig. 7. Above: Attractor points of symbols not belonging to the MST. Below: Attractor points
of symbols and operators when belonging to the MST. The first a is dominated by x (scripted)
and 2 (superscripted), the second a is dominated by + (non-scripted) and when the third a is
dominated by

P
-like operators and the horizontal bar.

8. Further Assistants: Ongoing Work

Of course, we are thinking of further assistants that enhance classroom teaching, like

one that recognizes and simulates logic circuits, programming language interpreters,

or translation programs. Intelligent assistants, however, do not only make sense for

enhancing classroom teaching. Producing distance lectures automatically normally

requires additional man power, which we also want to substitute by intelligent

software assistants. Especially a high quality recording and transmission of the

lecturer’s voice requires two persons: A system administrator who sets up and

combines the required components (such as codecs, server components, and web

sites) and an audio technician who controls the quality of the recording.

8.1. Audio Configuration Assistant

It is common to combine software defined radio systems with video and slides for

on-the-fly streaming and recording of university lectures. For the last years, E-

Chalk has used the World Wide Radio system 18 to stream and archive the voice

of the lecturer. World Wide Radio (or short WWR) was designed as a streaming

system for software defined radio stations and its principal design can be compared

with other approaches, like Realaudio, Quicktime, or Windows Media Player 19.

The main difference, however, is that WWR is implemented in Java. The advan-

tage is that it is platform independent and as the receiving clients are Applets, a

user can use his regular web browser to listen to content without having to install

any plugins. The disadvantage is that Java Applets can only use technology that

exists on every platform, operating system specific codecs for example cannot be

integrated. Looking at the usage scenarios of E-Chalk 20 it becomes obvious, that

state of the art Internet streaming systems lack important properties, that these

kind of e-learning systems need. Combinability between the systems is missing. For

example, users want to combine a video conferencing system with E-Chalk or inte-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Regions defined using the attractor points and symbol dominance. (b) Growing regions
in the MST construction. The symbols a and b are translated to associate the pixels where the
symbol centroids are located with a grey tone, depending on which of the other symbols in the
figure is the “nearest” respect to the edge weight.

grate the electronic chalkboard with a commercial video streaming system. Usually,

two streams are combined by just starting the two applications. Of course, this way

no synchronization exists between the two streams.

We are currently building a system where any streaming server is modeled as a

flow graph. The graph consists of four basic types of nodes: Sources, Targets, Forks,

Mixers, and Pipes. Technically, any component that wants to live inside the graph

becomes a node by inheriting from one of these five superclasses. This task requires

a developer to overwrite ten or less methods for building a wrapper to some existing

component, she or he wants to integrate. All the nodes are services inside the OSGi

environment (see above). The graph that glues these components is described by

a simple XML file. One point that makes the system interesting is that the nodes

are descriped via general properties. For example, one can say that the system

should use some audio codec that compresses down to a certain bandwidth. The

system than looks for an appropiate codec, first locally and then in the Internet.

The structure of the graph can be changed and the nodes can be updated while the

system is running. All data keeps being synchronized automatically. This makes it

possible for clients to let the server be updated on the fly to match its requirements,

instead of the client being forced to load an updated module. We have built a
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prototype system, using Windows Media Player and World Wide Radio (see Figure

10). When a client connects with either Windows Media Player or with our Java

based client for a live connection, the E-Chalk streaming system updates itself and

loads the appropiate modules.

Fig. 9. Formulas are recognized and passed to the computer algebra system in the E-Chalk
environment.

8.2. Audio Recording Assistant

Lecture halls and seminar rooms are not audio recording studios. Therefore it is

not possible to produce professional quality recordings by just plugging a micro-

phone into a soundcard and starting the lecture. Recording studios have a lot more

equipment and qualified audio technicians are always present. We are currently

developing an audio recording assistant that helps preventing the most common

problems by giving direct feedback to the teacher, for example showing a warning

when the remote microphone is out of battery. As a more sophisticated task the

audio technician is substituted by an assistant controlling the input gain and using

filters to achieve a high quality recording.

9. Practical Experiences with E-Chalk

Since the summer term 2001 the computer science department of the Freie Univer-

sität Berlin uses E-Chalk for courses regularly and in winter term 2002 the mathe-

matics and physics departments of the Technische Universität Berlin equipped eight

lecture halls and seminar rooms with E-Chalk. In the summer term 2003, about

1100 students were taught with E-Chalk at these two universities. The authors

counted about 700 installations of E-Chalk world wide (as of November 2003), 50

of them are known to be used regularly.

On the one hand many professors are chary concerning new technologies, like our

system. On the other hand, the students feedback is clearly positive. Beginners take

E-Chalk for granted, more experienced students are amazed and use the recorded

lectures for preparation. High school students prepared homework with lectures,
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we put in the web. Recorded lectures proofed useful for students not being able to

be present in the classroom for different reasons, for example scheduling collisions.

The most frequent use of recorded lectures was observed for exam preparation.

One might think that live transmissions of the lectures can also help to relieve

classrooms. However, experience showed that, compared to replay of archived lec-

tures, the demand for live transmissions is marginal. In most lectures the use of

plain drawings and writings predominates. Features that required the keyboard like

calling CGI scripts were used rarely by teachers.

A field study 21,22 was conducted to evaluate the use of E-Chalk and its im-

provement for classroom teaching. Throughout the summer term 2003 six selected

lectures at both, the Technische Universität Berlin and the Freie Universität Berlin

were analyzed. 595 questionnaires were evaluated and 52 students were identified

to have answered the questions twice, in the beginning and in the close of the term

to examine changes in attitudes.

In an ongoing field study twelve schools were equipped with electronic boards

since early 2003. In this project, called ’Computer in die Schulen!’, the Berlin school

department is currently evaluating whiteboards with E-Chalk in Berlin elementary

and secondary schools.

Fig. 10. E-Chalk lecture inside Microsoft Windows Media Player.

10. Summary

With the system presented here it is possible to produce distance lectures as a

by-product of classroom teaching. Using conventional authoring systems the factor

production time versus duration of the produced learning unit is typically a two

to three digit number. In E-Chalk traditional chalkboard skills directly map into

good distance lectures. Our distance lectures are not meant to substitute classroom

lectures but to support them. They help a student to rework the material and

provide a living and active script, where teacher’s side notes are not lost. The remote

student does not have to spend great technical effort to receive the lecture, either.
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No special software has to be installed, just a browser is needed. All substantial

information in the form of audio and dynamic board image can be received with

low bandwidth requirements.

Several ”intelligent” programs are built around E-Chalk as assistants for en-

hancing the classroom lectures and the automatic recording. This way E-Chalk

also serves as a research bed for the further development of AI algorithms and the

study of the board as a GUI metaphor. In contrast to the recognition of handwrit-

ten natural language only a few work exists on the recognition of mathematical

formulas, although the pen is the only known appropiate input device for them.

The evaluation showed that the acceptance of the intelligent board assistants de-

pends on the teacher’s ability to seemlessy interact with them using only the pen.

The goal in developing the assistants is to enrich the student’s lecture experience

while saving the instructor from performing annoying technical tasks in class.

Of course, one should not think that the system increases the quality of teaching

just by its existence. Teachers have to use it properly and students still have to

study.
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